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Transportation Summit 2012

Executive Summary
The fifth annual Transportation Summit was hosted on April 5 by the City of Hamilton’s Transportation
Demand Management group, in conjunction with Share the Road Cycling Coalition. The summit is an
annual event which brings together politicians, provincial and municipal staff, NGOs, citizens and
professionals from across the region to discuss various issues related to sustainable transportation.
The 2012 Summit’s theme focused on “Complete Streets,” which are roads which are designed and
built to be accessible to all travellers regardless of mode, age, or capability.
Dave Cieslewicz of DCA Consulting, and the former Mayor of Madison, was the morning keynote and
discussed how to become a “Gold-level” Bicycle Friendly Community. His research shows the reason
cycling modal split is high in some world cities is because citizens view biking as quick and
convenient due to the great cycling infrastructure that is available. He touched on how Madison’s Bike
Share program complemented the local transit agency by providing users with a first- and last-mile
connection to the local bus service. He discussed that if the City is serious about attaining “Gold”
status, there needs to be significant investment in infrastructure to support growth in bike-use, and
that support for the local cycling culture from politicians needs to be strong.
Peter Lagerway of Toole Design Group discussed what a complete streets policy could look like and
how it’s not a design prescription, but instead ensures that the right-of-way is planned, designed and
operated with all users in mind. He provided a list of nine-considerations that must be examined when
developing and implementing such a policy.
Four panellists provided presentations on a range of issues related to complete streets ranging from
the different forms they can take in various environments (rural vs. suburban vs. urban), the
experience in the City of Waterloo with a complete streets conversion, the actions taken by a local
municipality to increase alternative transportation mode split, and the policy framework used to
ensure that the entire street is considered in the design process, not just the right-of-way.
Based on the presentations and discussions, it was shown that Hamilton has made some progress to
designing with a complete streets mindset (primarily downtown); however the City needs to ensure
continuous improvement across the entire city. The experience in Waterloo demonstrated that while
upfront capital costs may be higher, a properly designed street can generate long term operational
savings that outweigh the investment, and have added health, environmental, and transportation
benefits. It’s critical to ensure that proper policies and stakeholders are involved in the design process
to ensure solutions are supportive of all road users, including operational and emergency vehicles.
The major outcomes of the Summit are that the City should develop a comprehensive complete
streets policy that should link together existing policies and master plans which provide supportive
guidelines already. As well, the City should identify upcoming road reconstruction projects in various
settings, and examine the possibility of “completing” those using context sensitive designs,
appropriate for their local community.
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1 Introduction
The fifth annual Transportation Summit took place on Thursday April 5, 2012. The event was
organized by Hamilton Public Works, in partnership with Share the Road Cycling Coalition, with the
aim of bringing together municipal staff, community groups, engaged citizens, and local businesses
for a day-long look at complete streets within the Greater Toronto and Hamilton Area (GTHA). The
Summit consisted of a series of presentations and a group breakout session, which dealt with various
complete street issues in Hamilton.

1.1

Purpose of Summit

The purpose of the Transportation Summit series is to:
 Highlight current City of Hamilton transportation initiatives
 Foster discussion between departments and stakeholders
 Encourage new ideas
 Develop action strategies to move forward

1.2

Expected Outcomes of the 2012 Summit

The desired outcomes of the 2012 summit were to:
 Develop a strategy for complete streets in Hamilton
 Complement existing policies outlined in the Official Plan
 Understand the Ontario context and how municipalities can support each other in developing
strategy and policy
 Engage the larger community in the discussion.

1.3

Summit Theme: Exploring Complete Streets

A ‘complete street’ is an emerging idea of how roadways should be designed and engineered. The
ultimate goal is to take into consideration the needs and safety of all users regardless of age, ability
or mode, when building and reconstructing roadways.
Complete Streets can include facilities such as wider sidewalks, bike lanes, transit only lanes, and
enhanced streetscapes in urban cores, to something as simple as a paved shoulder along a rural
highway. These give pedestrians and cyclists their own safe “place” on the road. It’s important to note
that they are not a “one-size fits all” way of thinking. Limitations, such as available right-of-way, will
often mean a balance must be found between the different modes. In areas were facilities such as
bike lanes may not be feasible, other solutions, like sharrows, may be considered instead.
In Hamilton, one of the best examples of a complete street is the reconstructed York Boulevard
between James Street North and Bay Street North. The original roadway was one-way, had fivelanes, and parking on both sides of the road (Figure 1). Following an extensive streetscape design
process, and engineering, the rebuilt road included (Figure 2):
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Conversion from one-way to two-way travel
Reduction from a five-lane cross-section to three lanes (two eastbound, one westbound)
Removal of parking along the majority of the road
Inclusion of bike lanes on both sides of the road
Coloured concrete at pedestrian crossing
New street furniture including benches, garbage cans, bike posts, flowerbeds and trees, and
unique light fixtures.

Figure 1- York Boulevard prior to reconstruction

Figure 2- York Boulevard following reconstruction

Complete Streets have been adopted widely throughout the United States, with the Complete Streets
Coalition being the largest advocate in the country. Over 320 states and jurisdictions have adopted
complete streets policies in the US.
In Canada, the Toronto Centre for Active Transportation (TCAT) is one the largest advocates for
complete streets in the country. Their research and annual forum attracts hundreds of professionals
from across the province and country, and throughout 2012, they have released a number of original
research documents pertaining to complete streets.
The City of Waterloo is credited with being the first Ontario municipality to adopt an explicit complete
streets policy. The City of Calgary’s Transportation and Municipal Development plans set forth a
complete streets policy, and staff there have begun developing extensive guidelines on complete
street design.
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1.4

Previous Summit Themes and Results

The 2012 Summit was the fifth organized in as many years. Previous topics have included:
 2008- Hamilton Transportation Summit (General Transportation Issues)
 2009- Hamilton as a Liveable City (Transportation Demand Management)
 2010- Taking Back the Streets (Pedestrian Issues and Initiatives)
 2011- Environmental Pricing Reform
These cumulative summits have resulted in a better understanding of transportation systems in
Hamilton, and resulted in action. These have led to projects and initiatives including:
 Smart Commute Hamilton expansion
 Rapid Transit planning
 Sustainable Mobility and Land Use
 Development of a Pedestrian Mobility Plan
 Environmental Pricing Reform research and pilot
Table 1 shows some of the resulting actions taken from the recommendations made in the 2011
Transportation Summit report recommendations.
2011 Recommendation
Review existing policies related to EPR

Action Taken
Sustainable Prosperity (sp) currently
conducting review
Examine parking pricing and incentives
Working with SP on a parking pilot project
Development charges for TDM and incentives TDM and Land Use working group underway
for TOD
to incent TOD
Education Programs for EPR and TDM
TDM
communication
strategy
nearing
completion, with pilot test to be undertaken in
spring to fall 2012
Road tolls on Hamilton freeways
Recommend
province-wide
strategy.
Metrolinx and City of Toronto are
investigating.
Divert all gas tax revenue to transit, cycling, Under consideration.
and pedestrian infrastructure
Revitalize
downtown
and
waterfront Gore Park Pedestrianization pilot in June
(pedestrianization)
2012
Employers encouraged to not offer free Working with employers on strategies to
parking as a “perk”
reduce employee paid parking benefits
through Smart Commute
HOV and HOT lanes
Currently investigating a pilot transit only lane
in downtown Hamilton
Justify need for more active transportation Benchmarking project using automatic
infrastructure
counters currently underway
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Council reforms to ensure city-wide issues like Out of scope of transportation network and
Area Ratings aren’t skewed by “Wardism”
land use issues. To be referred to a
governance reform discussion.
Table 1- 2011 EPR Summit Recommendations and Actions

1.5

Partnership with Share the Road

For the first time, Public Works partnered with an external organization, Share the Road Cycling
Coalition, in organizing the Summit. Share the Road is “a provincial cycling advocacy organization
created to unite cycling organizations from across Ontario and work with and on behalf of
municipalities to enhance their ability to make their communities more bicycle-friendly.”
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2 Communications
2.1 Invitations
The summit aims to bring together individuals from across the City. The event was open to any
individual who was interested in registering.
The initial ‘Save the Date’ e-mail was sent on November 1, 2011 to all previous attendees. A revised
‘Save the Date’ was sent in early February of 2012, following a date change due to speaker booking
difficulties.
Invitations were distributed through a number of medians in order to maximize reach, including
contacting all previous Summit attendees. In total, over 5,000 individuals were directly contacted, and
received an invite to the summit. These contacts included:
Local Distribution
 ITE Hamilton Chapter
 Chamber of Commerce
 Environment Hamilton newsletter
 Smart Commute Hamilton newsletter
 Vision 2020 newsletter
 All neighbourhood associations on record with the City
 Hamilton TMA List
 Hamilton Cycling Committee
 Raise the Hammer
 Staff contacts for transportation related department
 All City staff in Suites 320 and 400
 The Mayor, and all City Councillors
Regional Distribution
 Smart Commute Technical Committee
 GTHA TDM Coordinating Committee
 Share the Road Distribution List
 Toronto Centre for Active Transportation newsletter
In addition to the above, a number of organizations and individuals promoted the summit through
social media, including Facebook posts, Twitter, and blog entries. Potential reach from these
channels is unknown.
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2.2 Website
A public website was created to highlight the event, and to post all materials from the event. This
report, once completed, will be posted alongside all material from the Summit. The website can be
found at www.hamilton.ca/transportationsummit.
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3 Changes from Previous Summits
Based on participant feedback at previous summits and to ease logistics, a number of changes were
made to help enhance the experience.

3.1 Zero-Waste Goal
The Summit has made a commitment to go as “Waste Free” as possible, with the goal of eventually
being zero-waste. The Sheraton has been supportive of this endeavour, and were able to meet all of
the requests. Some of the waste reduction techniques used included:
 All pop and water served from jugs (not cans or bottles)
 Coffee and two types of tea pre-brewed (as opposed to tea bags)
 Paper and pens distributed using a “take what you need approach.” Pens and papers were
available on a table when individuals enter, as opposed to being placed at each table
 Sugar, salt and pepper, cream, milk, etc. are all served from reusable containers (no individual
packets)
 No paper napkins
 Making the Agenda and Feedback Form, a half page, double sided handout
 No handouts given by organizers of the event
 Bringing a green bin to the Summit for organic material.

3.2 Venue Layout
Based on the growing number of participants and feedback from the previous year, it was decided to
utilize the full Ballroom at the Sheraton, as opposed to the eastern two-thirds, as was done in
previous years. This new layout had many benefits including:
 Use of two screens for easier viewing
 Increased accessibility due to more space between tables
 Attendees at the back of the room were closer to speakers than at previous summits
 More entrances and exits meant attendee flow was optimized, and
 All chairs were arranged to face the front of the room to avoid awkward “turn around”.

3.3 Record Setting Attendance
The 2012 summit saw a new attendance record set, despite the introduction of a modest registration
fee (Section 3.4). In total, 133 individuals attended the summit, a 17% increase over 2011. These
individuals represented the most diverse audience in the Summit’s five-years. Representatives
included:
 Brian McHattie, City of Hamilton Ward 1 Councillor
 Rick Goldring, the Mayor of Burlington;
 Municipal staff from Hamilton, Burlington, Cambridge, Guelph, Mississauga, Peterborough,
Waterloo, Halton Hills, Newmarket, Toronto, Halton, Niagara, Peel and York;
Smart Commute Hamilton
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Provincial staff from MTO and Metrolinx;
Community associations including the Beasley Neighbourhood, Association, Citizens at City
Hall, Dundas in Transition, Durand Neighbourhood Association and the North End Neighbours;
Community NGOs including the Toronto Centre for Active Transportation, Hamilton Active
Alternative Transportation, Open Streets Hamilton, Clean Air Partnership, Environmental
Hamilton, Green Venture, Sustainable Hamilton and Peterborough Green-up
Health and Aging associations including Affiliated Services for Children and Youth, the Heart
and Stroke Foundation, and the Hamilton Age-Friendly Collaborative

3.4 Introduction of Registration Fee
The 2012 Summit saw the introduction of a modest registration fee to help offset the costs of hosting
the event. The fees were kept as low as possible in order to ensure accessibility for interested
participants, while helping to ensure the Summit is as sustainable as possible. With lunch, a light
breakfast, and two snacks included, having a fee was considered to be reasonable.
The fee was originally set at $25 for adults and $10 for students. Following feedback from members
of the public, the $10 fee was extended to seniors to ensure accessibility.
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4 Summit Schedule and Presentation Overview
A copy of the day’s agenda is available in Appendix A, and a copy of the Summit Overview
presentation is available here.

4.1 Summit Agenda, Speakers and Topics
The following individuals spoke at the Summit:


Mark Singh, Manager of Smart Commute (Metrolinx), acted as the MC for the day.



Peter Topalovic, from the City of Hamilton, who provided an overview for the day, and
successes that have resulted from past summits;



Eleanor McMahon, from Share the Road, who discussed Share the Road’s work in creating
policy change for cyclists in Ontario;



Nancy Smith Lea, from TCAT, who discussed TCAT’s work in researching Complete Street
design and policy best practices, and the importance of complete streets within the Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area;



Dave Cieslewicz, of DCA Consulting and former Mayor of Madison, who discussed Madison’s
work towards developing a “cycling culture” and how it ultimately earned the City a “Gold”
ranking as a Bicycle Friendly City;



Panelist Councillor Diane Freeman, City of Waterloo, who discussed the conversion of
Davenport Road in her ward to a complete street;



Daniel Egan, City of Toronto, discussed the cycling and pedestrian investments that have been
made in the City that have led to an increase of alternative transportation for commuters;



Burt Benson, Niagara Region, provided insight into the policy framework within the Region that
supported complete streets projects in various communities there;



Ken Coit, City of Hamilton, provided a built form and urban design perspective of how the
entire environment needs work together, not just the right-of-way;



Peter Lagerwey, of Toole Design Group- Seattle, who discussed the required policy, motives
and possible outcomes that can come from adopting a complete streets policy and mentality.
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4.2 Opening Remarks
Opening remarks were provided by:
 Gerry Davis, General Manager of Public Works;
 Councillor Brian McHattie, Ward 1; and
 Dr. Elizabeth Richardson, Medical Officer of Health.
These speakers provided insight in a number of initiatives, and projects the City is involved with
related to complete streets and provided some rationale for moving towards a more active city.
Highlights of their combined remarks include:
 Investments to make active transportation more attractive including constructing the downtown
MacNab Street Terminal, new cycling infrastructure across the city, and developing a
Pedestrian Master Plan;
 Working to bring new transit options to the City, including rapid transit and all-day GO rail
service;
 Upcoming pilot projects for Community Based Individual Social Marketing, and Gore Park
Pedestrianization;
 The need for active transportation options in order to increase public health, by combating
obesity, increasing air quality, and building for an aging population; and
 Ensuring we consider how we built our city, as it has an impact on how well we live, and how
long we will live.

4.3 Eleanor McMahon, Share the Road & Going for Gold
A copy of this presentation is available here.
Ms. Machon provided an introduction to Share the Road Cycling Coalition, a provincial advocacy
organization. It is working towards new policies and programs that will produce positive change for
cyclists in the province, and ensure that proper investments in cycling infrastructure are being made
in Ontario communities. Her presentation discussed the results of a recent survey the organization
undertook, and discussed in detail how Hamilton can continue working towards a Gold cycling
designation.
Major highlights from her presentation include:
 28% of Ontarians report cycling at least once a month, up 4% in two years, while 53% would
like to cycle more, however the majority (60%) are too afraid to;
 There is a strong demand for cycling infrastructure with 65% agreeing that their local
community needs more bike lanes, with 58% further believing that the provincial government
has a duty to support cycling as a choice for Ontarians;
 To ultimately get to “Gold”, consider introducing and expanding programs such as a bike-share
program, celebrating “success” launches, working with BIAs/Chamber to encourage cycling to
work, create “vulnerable road user” programs for bus and taxi drivers, expanding the network,
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having more bike parking, introducing education programs in the community (Can-bike), and
strengthening programs such as Active and Safe Routes to School programs.

4.4 Nancy Smith Lea- Complete Streets in the GTHA
A copy of this presentation is available here.
Nancy Smith Lea, the Director for the Toronto Centre for Active Transportation, discussed TCAT’s
work towards investigating policy and best practices for complete streets implementation, especially
in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton area. Complete streets have been shown to be an important tool
for promoting active transportation, and communities are facing new environmental, health and
congestion problems which are generating the potential for change.
Major highlights from her presentation include:
 A number of local complete streets examples exist in Hamilton, including Sterling Street and
York Boulevard between Bay and James;
 TCAT is working to centralize the complete streets movement, and is continuously developing
Canadian resources, case studies, and gap analysis for a Complete Streets Canada website;
 The complete streets movement is gaining traction across North America. A large number of
US states and cities have adopted policies, and Canadian cities such as Toronto, Winnipeg,
Mississauga, Sudbury, Oakville and London have some form of complete street-supportive
policies, whether explicit or not.

4.5 Keynote: Dave Cieslewicz, Achieving Cycling Gold
A copy of this presentation is available here.
Dave Cieslewicz with DCA Consulting, and the former Mayor of Madison, provided insight into how
he helped Madison earn a Gold Bicycle Friendly Award and ultimately helped the city develop a
cycling culture. Mayor Dave spoke of the similarities between Hamilton in Madison, in terms of
demographics, climate, and challenging natural features.
Typically, residents’ reasons for not cycling centre on safety concerns. To help overcome this
concern, as well as grow cycling overall, Madison introduced strategies that included:
 Off-street and on-street cycling path/lane expansion;
 Plowing commuter bike paths by 7am after a storm;
 Solving network pinch points such as poorly designed intersections and freeways;
 Establishing bike boulevards and contra lanes;
 Using bike boxes to help prioritize bike turn movements;
 Introducing a bike-share system;
 Bike share as an extension of transit network.
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Ultimately though, a cycling culture needs to be fostered. Once the early adopters come on board,
more individuals will feel safe. Redefining the image of a cyclist from a spandex-wearing ‘Lance
Armstrong’ image to a commuter on a basic bike needs to occur to help people relate and remove
any intimidation that exists.
A notable quote from his presentation was: “I never visited a great city that had free and ample
parking. Show me a city with lots of cheap parking and I’ll show you a wasteland.”

4.6 Diane Freeman, Davenport Road- Finding Balance
A copy of the presentation can be found here.
Councillor Diane Freemean of the City of Waterloo presented on the Davenport Road Multi-Use
Corridor Improvements that took place in her ward. It was the first complete street built since the City
adopted a complete streets policy, as part of its Transportation Master Plan, thought the project went
through the EA before the policy was developed.
The corridor underwent a road diet from a four-lane cross-section, to a two-lane cross-section, bike
lanes in both directions, and a landscaped median that included trees. A number of constraints were
overcome including concerns from emergency services, access for operations vehicles, snow
removable and access for large trucks.

4.7 Daniel Egan, Toronto Bikes
A copy of the presentation is available here.
Daniel Egan, Manager of Cycling Infrastructure and Programs with the City of Toronto discussed a
number of policies and projects that have been taken in the City to support active transportation
through complete streets. Of the 112 km of bike lanes that exist, most were done incrementally using
road diets.
Through road diets, cycling volumes increase by 23% on average with no change in vehicular
volumes, however there may be a reduced speed and potentially some minimal delay to drivers. A
key consideration is transit operations, and ensuring impact to it is mitigated.

4.8 Curt Benson, Complete Streets for Niagara
A copy of the presentation can be found here.
Curt Benson, Manager of Policy Planning, spoke of the challenges, opportunities, and existing policy
related to complete streets in Niagara. As a two-tier municipality, the Region needs to work with the
local partners, as the Region generally has purview over the road right-of-way, while the local entities
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oversee the sidewalks, parking, streetscape elements, and any other component that isn’t on the
road. With multiple local entities, and three major urban centres to consider, coordination and
communication is critical.
A number of policies, both at the regional and provincial levels, support complete streets. The region
is currently looking at developing a complete streets policy and pilot, which has focused on identifying
existing research and policy analysis, but also the gaps that exist, and examining whether a top down
or bottom up approach would be most effective to overcome the challenges that exist.

4.9 Ken Coit, Main-King-Queenston Corridor Strategy Study
A copy of the presentation can be found here.
Ken Coit, Senior Urban Designer for the City of Hamilton, presented on the Main-King-Queenston
Strategy that was developed as part of the Nodes and Corridors Planning development process. His
presentation discussed using rapid transit as not only a way to move people, but as a catalyst for
economic development and revitalization. The vision for the B-Line Corridor aims around five
principles: diverse, beautiful, connected, sustainable and revitalized.
A key question he asked was whether this is going to be a road or a street? In order to achieve the
vision and principles, there needs to be people living on the corridor, and jobs to support them if the
corridor is to be successful. He provided an overview of how planning design and policy tools can be
utilized to help encourage the desired type of growth, and how these can be used to ensure a proper
relationship between the street and the building.

4.10 Panelist Question and Answer Period
Following the panelist presentations (sections 4.6 to 4.9) the remaining time was allocated to a
question and answer period. The questions are listed below, along with recorded points from the
panel.
1) None of you addressed goods delivery to industrial facilities and local businesses. How can this
done using a complete street?
 Conestoga Mall is on the Davenport Road corridor, and it was critical during the design stages
to ensure trucks could deliver goods;
 Specifically LRT – Conestoga mall is going to be a hub for that;
 Toronto – provide parking or some sort of loading/pick-ups zones for smaller store in off peakperiods;
 The Question was clarified by the individual who asked it. Was specifically asking how
LRT/rapid transit can be utilized for freight/goods delivery. Cited an example of a Volkswagen
Glass Factory in Germany;
 Until Hamilton sees some of those companies on a dense urban corridor difficult to provide;
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Current focus (B-Line) has very few industrial employers within the immediate vicinity; however
as new lines which serve more industrial areas can look to work with businesses once
opportunities arise.

2) Hamilton is underfunded for infrastructure. A lot of these projects, such as complete streets and
LRT, are essentials for the city. How can we overcome the funding hurdles?
 Essentially, every municipality is still allocating money to the capital budget;
 Need to make business case for the extra investment upfront, and show how it offers the longterm operational savings;
 Need to put more emphasis on the life cycle analysis of funding projects now;
 Need to continue to build infrastructure that supports alternative transportation.
3) Planners have been trying to improve the way cities grow for decades, but nothing has ever
changed. Is it because of economics? Suburban areas are more expensive to service, yet they
seem to be what’s being approved and built primarily.
 The impact of tax is intensive growth.
 Providing transit services.
 One of the biggest barriers to complete streets are the extremely local opposition who believe
all efforts should be focused on moving people through automobile and transit as fast as we
can.
 Not a mode shift, but a mind shift.
 It takes leadership from politicians and more importantly from city staff saying this is important
for sustainability and the future of the city.
 Link between growth servicing and financing through incentive programs at intensified
downtown areas.
4) Planners typically only have one event/meeting with the public during which to answer questions
and really generate support for their expertise. How can planners use this one event to get
through to the public?
 Look for other opportunities to interact (if possible);
 See funding opportunities related to the project and move forward, like stimulus funding;
 People become less vocally opposed and are more willingly to say that they are willing to try
something, when they see other people who have implemented it and benefited;
 When you are an advocate outside of the city, look for the city staff or council that supports the
same ideas and help them support them.
 Hamilton Downtown Ideas Charette as an example.
 James and John becoming 2-way – Good things come out of it even though people though the
sky was going to fall.
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4.11 Peter Lagerwey, Road Map for Success
A copy of the presentation can be found here.
Peter Lagerwey, of Toole Design Group in Seattle, provided the lunchtime keynote. He defined a
complete street policy as “ensuring that the entire right of way is planned, designed and operated to
provide safe access to all users.” This type of policy is not a design prescription, a mandate for
immediate retrofit, nor is it the only needed strategy.
The biggest challenge is going from policy to physical implementation, which is in part due to lack of
funding and need to help educate and train the public, politicians and engineers who are involved in
complete streets to truly understand a complete street.
He offered nine ways to work towards implementation, which aligned into four categories:
Knowledge
1) Latest Research- using research to make a case;
2) Macro trends- understanding the ongoing trends and changes;
Research & Assessment
3) Basic Research- finding the gaps in knowledge and the general assumptions that need to be
challenged;
4) Project Evaluation- before and after studies and the value that is generated;
Public Involvement
5) Step Forward- working towards implementing pedestrian plan, and work towards creating friendly
pedestrian climate;
6) Communication- Work with internal board, commission, neighbourhood groups and advocacy
groups;
Institutionalization
7) Policy & Planning Documents- creating or ensuring a consistent message in plans, actions,
strategies, performance measures and evaluation;
8) Modifying Design Documents & Development Regulations- ensuring safety and access within the
local context when using cookie cutter design;
9) Cultural Change- Recognition for good work, such as a major award; for advocacy groups, use the
3 to 1 rule: three good things that has been done for each “complaint” given.
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5 Breakout Sessions
Two simultaneous breakout sessions were offered in the afternoon. One was a World Café Session
organized and run by IBI Group. The other was a “Complete Streets” walking tour by Peter Lagerwey.

5.1 World Café Session
5.1.1 Workshop Description and Organization
This workshop was organized, designed and run by Norma Moores and Marian Saavedra of IBI
Group. It followed the ‘World Café’ style. Figure 3 shows the rules for the cafe.

Figure 3- World Cafe Rules and Structure
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Below are the topic questions and guiding topics associated with each.
5.1.2 Topic 1: Benefits
Could Complete Streets be good for Hamilton?
Thinking Points:
 What are some of the transportation or environmental challenges that need to be overcome?
 What benefits of complete streets would have the most effect in Hamilton?
 Who would benefit from complete streets in Hamilton?
 What economic or health impacts could complete streets have?
Refer to Appendix B and Appendix C for original table notes.
5.1.2.1 Table 1 Participant Comments and Feedback
Complete Streets
 Pedestrians prioritize
 Slower speeds on arterials
 Improves transit viability
 More efficient city services (garbage pick up, goods movement)
 SHARED OWNERSHIP
o Public spaces
o CARE!!
 Streets need to reflect ourselves
 Eyes on street!!
 Attract population & return
Challenges
 Retrofit
 Money
 Convenience
 Fear of pedestrians walking alone
 Escarpment a barrier
 Commercial owners
o Convince it works
o Inconvenient vs. better access and convenience
 Seniors, others and those with mobility issues
o Tricycles for seniors?
 People with no access to cars
 People without a voice
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Who
 Grade 4 – City Planning
o Good future leaders
o Figure out what works
 i.e. St. Lawrence School & Wheeling to School
o Demonstrate
o Educate
 Get kids thinking
 Kids are smart
o Encourage models of street smarts education in schools
 Have a designated “complete streets” parent
Economic & Health Impacts
 Revitalise Downtown
o Revitalize north of Barton St. and industrial areas
o Roadway capacity / speed / pedestrians i.e. Cannon St.
 24/7 availability for transit – support our workers
 Bixi
o Bike racks on bus, at bus stops and on the street
o All bus trips start with a walk
 Create Friendly Streets
o Safe zones around schools
o Where did neighbourhood watch go?
o Can’t get across wide streets
o Pedestrian crossing times too short for big intersections
o ** CONNECTIVITY **
 ASRTS
o GCC – 8 Schools
o Funding
o Capacity
 Can you really bike to school?
o Racks; pack loads; trip
 Older neighbourhood schools – not much space
 Land Use Challenge / Developers
o Site Design / Big Box
o Work / Live Proximity
 Urban Forests = Clean Air!
o Sidewalk and buffer
o Comfort and convenience
o Social Space
o Organize and get rid of clutter
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Improves HEALTH
o Activity = could lower obesity rates
o Allows short trips by active means
o EVERDAY is walk to school day
Economics
o Visit local stores and buy / invest
o Helps little shops and stores
o Connect corridors with affordable housing to provide affordable transportation
 i.e. walking, cycling, transit
Safe access to Jobs
o Bike parking, bike share etc.
Active and social trips to school
o Aesthetics
o Neighbourhood cohesion!
o Security, quality of life
o Neighbourhood pride

5.1.2.2 Table 2 Participant Comments and Feedback

















Topography a challenge
Connectivity
Gives alternatives
Increases density therefore increases tax base
Long term – avoid infrastructure costs
One way street situation in Hamilton
o Opportunity
o Better for business
Partnerships / Relationships – all sectors
Aesthetics
Safety – across agespan and all abilities
Healthy communities in a prosperous community
Social Capital
Equity (for all)
o Health – mental health; air quality; shade; obesity; physical activity
o Transportation
o Social Benefits
o Access to services
o Provides alternatives
Retrofit – preferable
Current built environment difficult to work with
Downtown Revitalization
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Economic Benefits
Making the case – what is the cost of doing nothing?
Study in Toronto – Bloor St.
Attracting creative class
Lead by example
Contribute to quality of life
Independence; Choice; Freedom
Better economic situation for individual
Show cost / benefit (infrastructure crisis)
Increase economic base
* Need to engage development community *
o Getting everyone to table moving forward
* Roundtable discussion prior to commitment
o Cannot have all or nothing (CHALLENGE)
o Communicating benefits (CHALLENGE)
o Changes through pilot project
o Better communication across communities
o Celebrate success

5.1.3 Topic 2: Projects
Where would we need Complete Streets in Hamilton?
Thinking Points:
 What projects completed in Hamilton reflect a Complete Street approach and what do you like
about them?
 What projects attempted to be a Complete Street but failed and what would you
change/improve?
 What projects are coming up that would benefit from a complete streets approach and why?
Refer to Appendix D for original table notes.
5.1.3.1 Participant Comments and Feedback on Topic
 Key Themes
 1. Connections: especially for bikes **CONNECTIVITY**
 2. Schools
 3. One way to Two way
 4. Establish Criteria
o e.g. not 9-5 only
o near schools
o nodes and corridors
o look for opportunities
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o make Complete Streets near schools
o don’t close schools in walkable neighbourhoods
Barton Street
o First street made into Complete Street
o Cosmetic change
o Trying to make it work
o 2 lane from 4 lane + parking bays
o Not good for bikes
o Should have been better for bikes and surface
 No commercial activity
York Street
o Used as example of Complete Streets
o Doesn’t work well
o Where York St. ends on James St. North, the bike lane just ends
Mohawk College & McMaster University
o Pedestrians and cyclists both ignored
o Improving infrastructure
 Secure bike parking, bike racks, transit stations, etc.
James Street
o Closed once per year for Open Streets and traffic calming
o Art Crawl
o Not good for bikes
o One way to two way
Kenilworth Street
o Parallel street all business closing
o Traffic speeding up and more of it
Locke Street & O’Hare Street
o Good design
o Parking behind? with Farmer’s Market
King William Street
o Traffic calming successful
Aberdeen Street
o Good first step but not complete street
o Bike box doesn’t work – do it right
King Street & Main Street
o Major barriers
o Revert to 2 way?
King Street Bridge
o Needs to be safer for cyclists
Dundurn Street
o Disconnected
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o **Connectivity Important**
Stone Church Road
o Only cycling area
o Too far from anything
o Not a good design for the cyclists
o * Traffic lights not synchronized on Mountain
o * Concession or Fennel better choices for Complete Streets
B-Line – King Street
o Complete the blast
o Build new streets as complete streets
Locate the areas that aren’t 9-5
Look at streets where there is a lots of business and shopping
Main Street not where most bike trips will be
Pilot projects
Nodes and Corridors
Where are upcoming opportunities?
o Either new development or make a priority under another project
Hierarchy of roads
o Not everyone has to be complete – high volume streets should have parallel routes
o Routes completing a corridor – what is a complete city?

5.1.4 Topic 3: Structure
How would we move forward with a Complete Streets strategy?
Thinking Points:
 Which departments in Hamilton have responsibilities for the many aspects of our streets?
 What are some obstacles faced by those staff and departments in brining this approach to
Hamilton?
 How could we enable these staff and departments to respond to political and public concerns?
 How have successes been achieved in the past?
Refer to Appendix E and Appendix F for original table notes.
5.1.4.1 Table 1 Participant Comments and Feedback on Topic
 Understand that the strategy should be flexible
o A plan doesn’t cause implementation
 Obstacles
o Staff sometimes have pre-conceived notions
o Need to evolve public engagement process to get their interest
 Potential Solution: DEFINING A VISION FOR THE STREET
 Bottom up approach to identify stakeholders
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Use participants at Active Transportation Summit
Start by identifying the group with these participants

Solutions
o Build an economic case
o Develop other formal outlets for public input
o Any public engagement for Master Planning
 ATTEND
 Will show councillor that you’re paying attention
 Best outlet for the public
o Get a positive unified message
 Need to get attention of decision makers
 Drive is top down heavy
 Maybe this forum can be built into existing communication process
o Staff need political backing – Silos departments
 Tied by policy, maybe review these to be flexible
 Ask staff members what is stopping them?
 How about a unified office?
 Figure out the key questions to follow up with
 To build ideas, need to keep forum going after one day event
 World Café = good example
o Need to find a forum for the staff to talk together
 Enable staff to be honest
 Can be afraid of retribution
o Need councillor’s attention – cultural change?
Success in the Past
o Gore Park Pedestrian Pilot
 Who was responsible? Roads? Landscape?
 We can identify the right department / staff
o King William Street
o Locke Street
o Wilson Street in Ancaster
 All are out of the box design process
 Put these in the media?
o James Street North
 Hard to identify responsible department
o What about private sector Westdale?
WHAT IS A CYCLIST?

5.1.4.2 Table 2 Participant Comments and Feedback on Topic
 Guerrilla Street restructuring / design
 City Pilots
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Events such as Open Streets and Car Free Day
Challenge
o Public Flip-Flops
o Must recognize that use is not just along street, also CROSSING a street
o Sweet wine before dry wine
 There needs to be changes (at least some modes if not all)
 i.e. two way conversions
o Municipal Tax Structure
 “No subsidy for new development”
 Population increase should not be our goal
o Bring all city departments together to work closer
Solutions
o Teach residents what “complete streets” means in order to increase citizen voice
o Promote a local example instead of examples from far away
o *Remove councillor veto for bike lanes*
o Branding of Complete Streets terminology
o Stress long term benefits
o Life cycle / cost benefits
o Before going to PIC with preferred alternative, go to PIC with all alternatives
o An extra PIC?
o PUBLIC HEALTH BENEFITS!
o Lobby / Question MTO
o Who is advocating? City staff? Residents?
o Get 2000 people to congregate at City Hall
o Longer term planning – not just 5 to 20 years, up to 75 years
o Progressive city documents need STRONGER implementation teeth
o Jurisdiction issues i.e. MTO vs. City – provincial policy
o Business plan needed to encourage justification
o Sell the message: “Complete Streets are Cheaper”
o Local streets are quite complete
o More pilot projects
o Connect BIXI with HSR
o Make Complete Streets when reconstructing
o Rymal – use as sample project
o Zoning – pro mixed use
o How does parking relate to Complete Streets?
 Connect financially with HSR
o Negotiate with developers
 Tax them more
 MAX limits vs. MIN limits
o RELATE ALL TO:
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Health
Jobs
Taxes
 Rather than start with term complete streets
Existing Structures
o Options
o Public Review
 Public needs more information and background
o To Council
 Process has already made the “preferred” decision
Sell the message: “Complete Streets are Cheaper”

5.1.5 Topic 4: Communication
How would Complete Streets be implemented in Hamilton?
Thinking Points:
 Do people understand the complete streets message?
 Who should hear the message?
 By whom and how should the complete streets message be delivered in our city?
Refer to Appendix G for original table notes.
5.1.5.1 Table 1 Participant Comments and Feedback on Topic
 Identify the values of Complete Streets
o Speak to every group
 Slower traffic
 Meeting places
 Art
 Ease / Accessibility
 What type of city we want leads to Complete Streets
 Roads not primarily transport
o Change messaging
 Complete Streets as tool for rejuvenation




Identify supportive voices i.e. TCU (Bike Union)
Word-Based Advocacy Groups
Loudest voices don’t get it yet
o Connect key stakeholders
o Strategy to educate / engage?
 Fewer terms
 Consider equity
 Use real world examples
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 Focus on economies, public health
 Physicians as champions? Tough to engage
 Community Health Centre
 In the door with motherhood statements (density etc.)
 Mind shift
 Focus on tangible issues i.e. park, lighting etc.
 Demonstrations
 Social Media – i.e. Twitter #HamOnt
TCAT  HCAT
o NGOs can advocate HCAT
Focus message and relate Complete Streets to their interest
Complete Streets Messaging as pre-emptive
o Embedded in strategies
o Not a band-aid

How to deliver message?
 Focus on positives that emerge from Complete Streets
 Deliver Complete Streets message through art? Culture Department?
 Creative engineering solutions
o How do we fix it?
 Development Index  $$
 Multi-Faceted messaging
o Transportation, health, tax, etc.
o Explain benefits
 Incorporate health promotion in Complete Streets strategy
o Public health
o Healthy living decision
 Participation
 Find champions to convey message
 Creating public pressure
o 30% of people have no car (where are these stats from?)
 Provincial / Federal
o Vote for change
o Become member of party
 PIC’s
o Don’t design to fail
o Better advertising
 Avoid Silo-ing
 Councillors not debating ward level decisions (silo-ing)
 Who in City communicates?
o Staff level, more involved in designs and planning
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o More internal conflicts in city governance
 Bureaucracy
Communication between City and stakeholders
o Be consistent with plan and result
Politicians need to hear and be educated
o Political Understanding
o Political will (from public pressure)
o Provincial and Municipal
Amending Official Plan
o Embed Complete Streets design and concepts
 Elements present
 Veto power undermines
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5.2 Infrastructure Walking Tour
Peter Lagerwey took a group of participants on walkabout tour of the downtown core (Figure 4.) The
walkabout focused on issues for making streets complete, and touched on issues such as land use,
pedestrians, cyclists, transit users and the overall street design.

Figure 4- Infrastructure Walking Tour Route

Major destinations visited along this route included:
 Bay Street streetscape enhancements
 MacNab Street terminal
 Hughson Street enhancements
 Gore Park master plan and pilot project
Mr. Lagerwey would stop at key points and ask participants to point out the good, the bad and other
elements that may have been overlooked in the design. The following highlight some of the
comments that were made.
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5.2.1




















5.2.2




Supportive of Complete Streets
Wide sidewalks.
Buildings define the street.
Plaza spaces.
Stamped concrete – aesthetics.
Various doors – activates the streets.
Buffer from the street can be sidewalk trees, furniture, bike lane.
Street trees are double loaded (i.e. both sides of one sidewalk).
Handicap accessible – City of Hamilton’s urban brail, which is part of accessible way finding.
Usually don’t want parking on both sides, but there is a double loaded buffer so it’s okay.
Pedestrian lighting.
Bulb-outs.
Radii of corners are tight.
Really big street signs.
Countdown timers at intersections.
The transit stops are covered.
Large pieces of public art.
Good use of open space at City Hall. How are people using the space – destination? Walk by?
Grid layout – relatively short blocks, lots of choices for modes. Denser areas are usually the
easiest to get around if there is a grid.
Parking weave – opposite street has parking on the other side.
The shops are long and narrow, which means there are a lot of doors to activate the street.
Not Supportive of Complete Streets
The worst place for surface parking is the corner.
Why don’t people bike? The cars are fast, the roads are narrow and there are no other cyclists.
What’s unique about this particular sidewalk is that you need at least a metre or so of area that
a wheel chair can get across. The driveway slopes too much so the people in wheel chairs will
either tip over or roll onto the streets.

5.2.3 Considerations for Complete Streets
 Midblock crossings. The cross slope in the U.S. cannot be more than 2%. Look for what the
Canadians use.
 Messaging about the design of who has the right of way. Basic rule of thumb: Design should
invite the right use.
 Push streets in to make sidewalks wider.
 The highest pedestrian used intersection in Hamilton is King St. and James St.
 Why are the pedestrian lights so short?
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6 Five “E’s” of Complete Streets Activity
As a way to brainstorm ideas surrounding what it takes to make complete streets possible in
communities, five boards were set-up in the eastern alcove of the ballroom. Each one represented
one of the “Five E’s” of complete streets, which are:
 Engineering
 Education
 Enforcement
 Evaluation
 Encouragement
Attendees were encouraged to fill out a sticky-note to comment on the challenges, opportunities,
strategy, best practices, key stakeholders, or any other idea they had related to a particular “E”. The
following sections contain the comments individuals left.

6.1 Evaluation



Cost out all options with the full array or transit options over 25 & 50 year horizons
Really need to focus on economy. Re-evaluation of affordability (Wages going down= afford
car as expense?)

6.2 Enforcement



We need more rule enforcement. Cars need to stop at stop signs, so do bicycles. People need
to cross properly.
Challenge: Hamilton is very car-centric. One way highways through the city need to slow
down. This would make it safer for cyclist and pedestrians.
o Use more signage (yield to pedestrians and cyclists)
o Have off timed street lights to prevent quick car movement through the city

6.3 Encouragement


Need to really promote great examples of planning, greening and housing.
o Example App. 30 year old development at Queen/Duke streets in Hamilton
o Waterloo- Document work done on road maintenance, as mentioned in Councillor
Freeman’s presentation.

6.4 Education



Need to accelerate education on land planning, economy, health- not just to kids. Perhaps a
condensed web directory of available studies, facts and experiences
More safe cycling educations in schools, etc.
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Bring PICs into schools. Get student feedback and ideas. You will also educate a new
generation of voters and citizens. Grades 4 +
Educate the public on what they care about most- their health and their family’s health. CS=
wealthier environments.
Educate the children- they are the future.
Show by example. One project can get people excited and help change culture and biases.

6.5 Engineering













Bike racks at the end of the bus lines (each point) so people can ride to the bus and leave bike
for the day
Bike racks alongside bus shelters so you can bike to the bus
Parking improved at the end of the bus lines to improve inter-modal. University Plaza is a good
example.
Electric bike support infrastructure (to conquer the Mountain)
Communicate and listen to engineers from early on in the project to ensure safety and
functionality.
Need to modernize, change our thinking, react quicker to new standards/ideas.
o Cross walks (high) between buildings
o “Green Roof” walkways
Design for the environment:
o Collect road-salt runoff before it gets into the sewers
o Keep the first/sand down to encourage spring return to walking/bikes
Bike share with electric assist bikes
Design for our future
View things from a broad perspective. Not public transit versus autos. We’re all in this together
as users and taxpayers.
Bike Share & Car Share- link to public transit and destinations (work, shop or play)
Look for unlikely partners:
o City of Hamilton Forestry. Always looking to promote street tree planting program (Free
trees on right-of-way for residential properties)
o Re-Leaf Hamilton. Partnership of environmental NGOs & government agencies to
implement natural heritage plan for Hamilton
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7 Feedback
Each attendee received a feedback form on the back of their agenda and was asked to submit it on
their way out.

7.1 Strengths







99% of respondents indicated the summit met or somewhat met their expectations. The main
reason for not fully meeting expectations were due to some participants thinking the summit
would focus on one mode or topic, such as pedestrian, cyclists or development, as opposed to
a combination;
All speakers appear to have been received well. Mayor Dave received a nearly perfect
evaluation.
The organization and coordination of the summit was well received;
A majority of respondents found the summit relevant to their interests, had a better
understanding of complete streets, and would want to see more complete streets in their
community;
Many comments received that indicate the summit was “Fantastic”, “above and beyond what I
expected”, “very comprehensive”, “new and exciting”, and there was a “great variety.”

7.2 Improvement









Have a very basic introduction and definition for the topic at the beginning;
Improvements to timing could be made in the future, in order to avoid the feeling of being
rushed, and allow for more networking opportunities;
Some more Canadian, and Hamilton specific content would make it better;
Examine the possibility of having a Twitter wall;
Consider having the break-out sessions mid-day and have a closing keynote in order to avoid
having people leave early;
Trying to have more members of council attend;
Having more guides for the walkabout tour;
Allow for more time for question and answer.

7.3 Future Topics
55 topics were suggested for future summits. The top three suggestions related to themes around:
 Public and rapid transit
 Moving forward with plans and implementation strategies
 Connection between transportation and education, the environment and health
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8 Conclusions
Based on the conversation and topics explored at the Summit, the following conclusions can be
made:


The City has taken a number of great initiatives to working towards complete streets,
enhancements in the downtown core, the Gore Park pedestrianization pilot project in Summer
2012, Bay Street streetscape project, the York Boulevard complete street project, MacNab
Street terminal, urban Braille way-finding, bulb-outs, countdown timers, and grid layout,
however it needs to ensure continuous improvement, not only downtown but across the entire
city.



Statistics and research show an increasing proportion of individuals are living “car-free”
lifestyles, either by choice or financial reasons;



Comprehensive policies are needed to help guide the implementation of complete streets,
including the groups responsible and key stakeholders;



While capital costs may be higher upfront, a properly designed complete street can generate
long term operational savings that far outweigh the increased capital based on participant
comments which provides many transportation, environmental and health benefits;



Concerns surrounding complete streets implementation due to emergency vehicle access,
operations (such as snow ploughing, and truck access), and design problems, can be
overcome through stakeholder consultation and innovative designs;



“Streets” don’t end at the curb or property lines - consideration for the entire street, including
land-use, urban design and built form needs to be considered through the process, with
necessary policies supporting it, if applicable; and



Developing a cycling culture in Hamilton is possible, and working towards a Gold designation
over the next few years will help work towards developing the culture. Public and political will
need to be the drivers in order to ensure proper investment, including new cycling
technologies.
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9 Recommendations
Based on the conclusions and proceedings of the Summit, the following recommendations can be
made, when working towards implementing complete streets in Hamilton:


Develop a complete streets Strategy which would include:
o A policy review to understand what supportive policies already exist;
o Inventory of completed projects already in the city;
o Development of an overarching complete streets policy to link all other policies together;
o Inventory of supportive guidelines;
o Development (or re-development if applicable) of a complete street design guideline;
o Transportation Master Plan’s 5 year review to be structured around the development of
Complete Streets strategy;
o Develop a public engagement strategy.



The city should identify upcoming road reconstruction projects in various settings (i.e. urban,
suburban, rural), and examine if the possibility of completing them using context sensitive
design.
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